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ENTHUSIASTS



WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF



Meet Woodson, our brand hero. He stands for: 
passion, care, commitment.

hello!

There is only one reason for woodson®’s 
existence: YOU. We’ve created a company with a 
simple goal in mind: to provide you with better 
solutions for lighting fire and spending time 
outdoors. We create 100% natural products 
including the patented eko-ognisko®.

We’re inviting you to browse through this catalog 
and order samples to experience the usefulness 
and advantagess of our products, so you can see 
for yourself how they can benefit your customers.

we are a human-friendly co.
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01. Firestarter

02. DIY Firestarter

03. Log candle

05.
Swedish fire

OUR PRODUCTS
THE EASIEST WAY 
TO LIGHT A FIRE

A CANDLE WITH
ATMOSPHERE

RELIABLE SURVIVAL KIT 
FOR ANY CONDITIONS

THE ULTIMATE
OUTDOOR OVEN



GRILL
WITH

PASSION



THE EASIEST WAY TO LIGHT A FIRE:

THE WORLD’S BEST FIRE LIGHTER

01. Firestarter

Fire lighter + kindling + matches
in ONE PRODUCT.

BonfireBarbecueCoal furnaceFireplace

woodson® firestarter is a real alternative and revolution on 
the kindling market. It is the most ecological firestarter, 
devoid of harmful substances, made from wood waste, 
recycled cardboard and  vegeteble stearin. woodson®  
firestarter is extremely simple and effective product, and 
unique as well. This patented invention, which simplifies 
barbecue, bonfire and fireplace lighting, will make you not to 
ever want to use any other kindlings. Reach for the modern, 
reliable (foolproof) woodson®  firestarter!

PATENT
PENDING



FAST, EASY & SAFE

MULTI-PURPOSE 100� eCo

bonfire fireplacecoal furnace



1-pack  with matches 6-pack  with matches

01. Firestarter | Packaging 01. Firestarter | Packaging



100 pieces of eco-fireplace kindling for self-assembly (available in a wooden box or cardboard box)

01. Firestarter | DIY | wooden chest 01. Firestarter | DIY | box



02. DIY firestarter

THE EASIEST WAY TO LIGHT A FIRE:

WITH SURVIVAL EDITION YOU CAN 
START FIRE IN ANY CONDITIONS
woodson® SURVIVAL firestarter is the most practical 
version of our product. Special form of packaging makes 
that it takes minimum of space in backpack or pocket, and 
if necessary it is very easy to assembly. If you enjoy walking, 
trips into the unknown, off-road trips, survival events or 
fishing,  woodson® SURVIVAL firestarter is the best 
solution for a fast start of fire, getting warm outdoors or even 
cooking something.



02. DIY firestarter | Packaging 02. DIY firestarter | Mini POS



ENJOY NATURE



03. Log candle

YOU’RE JUST A SPARK AWAY FROM AN AMAZING EVENING

FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY
GARDEN PARTY
Log candle is an extraordinary torch, which thanks to stirring 
flame introduces an unique atmosphere during evening 
meetings with friends (for example barbecues). It is a 
product for every season - perfect for winter sleigh rides, 
great for New Year's Eve event in the fresh air or as well as 
fuel for the fireplace.

outdoor indoor



03. Log candle Citronella | Packaging 03. Log candle | Packaging



04. Fireside candle

YOU’RE JUST A SPARK AWAY FROM AN AMAZING EVENING

atmosphere by a fireside
Birch wood is a perfect companion for the ultimate cosy night 
in. Woodson fireside candles have been designed to give out 
a pure, ambient light, which helps you to create a great 
atmosphere. Surprise yourself with their natural appearance 
and atmospheric glow. 

1. 2.



04. Fireside candle | Packaging

COSY EVENING
WITH A WOODSON



05. Swedish fire

COOK, LITERALLY, ANYWHERE!

GET FULL INDEPENDENCE
WITH OUR OUTDOOR OVEN
Swedish fire is convienient to use as an outdoor cooker. 
Thanks to special cuts it burns from the inside, as a bonfire 
fo about one hour. Foil packaging allows easy transport and 
handling. Swedish fire is perfect solution for those who 
spend time by the lake, beach, lot, as well as for fishing, 
offroad, bushcrafting or people who want to boil water or 
heat up a meal. If you plan to go outside the city, don’t forget 
to take woodson®.



FOR
OFF-ROAD

ADVENTURES

05. Swedish fire | Packaging



06. Pure fire

Pure Fire is an environmentally friendly, extremely efficient 
& effective kindling. It's safe, easy to use and extremely light 
and wind resistant! Thanks to the use of a special bristle of 
wood it burns very well (one spark is enough to ignite). 

EXTREMELY EFFICIENT
LIGHTWEIGHT KINDLING



06. Pure fire | Packaging

LIGHTING A FIRE
HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY



07. Ready grill insert

Ready-to-use grill insert is an excellent choice for all who 
appreciate the convenience and quickness of lighting a fire. You 
don't need more charcoal or firestarter - you get a ready-made 
set with which you can quickly and easily light a barbecue or 
fire. All of this without getting your hands dirty!

QUICK AND READY KINDLING  



07. Ready grill insert | Packaging

ALL THIS WITHOUT
GETTING YOUR HANDS DIRTY



08. Eco-gadgets

GET A  FIRE LIGHTER
OF YOUR OWN

IGNITE INTEREST IN YOUR BRAND
woodson® firestarter opens up new possibilities for 
promoting your brand, product, service or an event. It works 
perfectly in marketing activities as an added value to the 
activities already carried out or as a gadget to fulfill the 
function of promotion. The possibility of full customization 
means we can print on the wooden sticks in your brand’s 
colours, or we can place your logo on the packaging, and 
create an individual design for you. All graphic designs, 
according to your suggestions, will be done for you by us! 
Join companies such as TAURON, DEFRO, WOLF and 
order your very own woodson® firestarter.

CUSTOMIZE IT WITH YOUR BRANDING

Gadget. Firestarter

Gadget. Log candle

Gadget.
Woodson chest



woodsonworld.com

KUNAGONE S.A.
ul. Plac Kilińskiego 1

32-660 Chełmek
POLAND

hello@woodson.pl
+48 882 905 145


